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NOTATION, ABBREVIATIONS, DEFINITION 
NOTATION
i = current density (Amps/cm^)
<l> = potential (Volts) 
r = distance (cm)
k = solution conductivity (U-icm-l)
pH = -logio(IH+ ])
[H*) = hydrogen ion concentration (moles/liter) 
pel- = -logio(IC1-])
[Cl-*] « chloride ion concentration (moles/liter)
ABBREVIATIONS
SEM = scanning electron microscope 
DCDMS * dichlorodimethylsilane 
ISE * ion selective electrode
mV = millivolt (10-3 volts) 
mm « millimeter (10-3 meters)
Mm * micron (10~6 meters) 
DEFINITION
A sensor's shank length is the distance from the
■ ■■.■■■ ■ :
' ' ' ' ■■■ ■ 
.
*
I
point at which the shaft diameter deviates from the 
nominal capillary diameter to the tip. For a diagram 
see pg. 18.
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I. INTRODUCTION
Aj, I on Selective Sensors
The ion selective sensor has proved to be an 
inexhaustible tool to modern scientists and engineers. 
Almost every modern laboratory is equipped with at least 
one ion selective sensor, the pH meter. Although taken 
tor granted by many, the power of the ion selective 
sensor is staggering. Ion selective sensors can be 
produced with multiple ion selectivity, and submicron 
sensor tip diameters [1]. The ability to measure 
multiple ion activities, i n - s i t u , with spatial 
resolution on the order of microns gives scientists in 
extremely diverse disciplines exactly what they seek. 
Although the only disciplines in which these techniques 
have been capitalized on are Biophysics and Physiology, 
the current study adapts these techniques for corrosion 
science, the possibilities for other disciplines are 
endless.
B. Microsensors in Corrosion
The chemical environment about localized corrosion 
sites is of great importance because the aggressiveness
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of such an environment determines the rate at which the 
corrosion process proceeds. Localized corrosion cannot 
be predicted through macroscopic or bulk measurements, 
because the local environment is generally unknown. The 
modeling of localized corrosion is problematic for 
several reasons: the simplified conditions of steady 
state or equilibrium can never be assumed, the complete 
sequence of reactions which the corroding species 
undergoes is never fully known, and the mass transport 
in a corrosion system is inherently complicated. For 
these reasons experimental data on the local chemical 
environment about corrosion sites is invaluable. 
Besides yielding truth about what chemical species are 
concentrated near a localized corrosion site the data 
may give modelers the intuition they require in order to 
make reasonable simplifying assumptions in their models 
of corrosion systems.
In the present work multiple barrel ion selective 
sensors have been fabricated for the simultaneous 
determination of either pH, or chloride concentration 
and potential. This technique allows for instantaneous 
correction for IR drop, without altering ♦he potential 
of the working electrode. The focus of this work is on 
development of the technique, and showing its 
applicability to the field of localized corrosion.
2
Probing into individual pits, cracks or crevices is left 
to others. The potential of this technique is 
exceptional, and it is to be anticipated that corrosion 
scientists will capitalize increasingly on this 
technique's extreme power and versatility.
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II. SURVEY OF LITERATURE
A. Ion Selective Sensors in Localized Corrosion
A thorough review of techniques used to measure 
local chemistry in corrosion systems is available [2]. 
A review of ion selective electrodes used in corrosion 
is given by Durst [3], These techniques can involve ex- 
si tu or in-situ methods. For measurements with spatial, 
temporal resolution high enough to be useful in a 
localized corrosion system the microsensor technique is 
the only available technology at this time. The
currently evolving technology of submicron optical fiber 
sensors will not be feasible for use in corrosion 
systems until the necessary equipment becomes 
commercially available [4).
The ion selective sensor represents an extremely 
powerful tool for the corrosion scientist, yet it has 
not been applied with great success. One of the 
greatest drawbacks of in-situ sensor techniques is the 
need for IR compensation when making measurements close 
to an electrode surface. Although sophisticated IR 
compensation techniques have been developed they have 
not greatly improved microsensor progress in corrosion.
Perhaps the most powerful measurements of local
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environment about corrosion sites have been made by 
Isaacs (5,6]. Although only potential, and current 
density were measured, Isaacs was able to determine the 
position of corrosion pits on a stainless steel surface 
and follow the pit's development in time. The platinum
wire reference probes used by Isaacs were of 50 fim OD.
Isaacs was also able to measure local current density by 
using a vibrating reference electrode, he measured the 
potential gradient over a fixed vibration distance, and 
from Ohm's law determined the current
i = -K^Sidr (i).
Although strictly speaking this equation only holds if 
the solution composition is constant (i.e. k is constant)
[7, p.4), if the vibration amplitude is small this is an 
excellent approximation.
The quality of local pH measurements has been 
relatively poor. The ex-situ techniques in pitting 
corrosion of freezing and extraction have produced 
average measurements of the pit pH [2,8] but no spatial 
dependence of pH within real pits has been accomplished 
in-situ.
Measurements of local chloride gradients in 
corrosion systems have been less successful than those
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of pH. The difficulties in chloride measurements are 
more significant than those for pH due to several 
technical limitations. The most important difficulties 
in chloride measurement are the availability of a 
sensor, and the formation of complexes with the metal 
ions in solution. Foley has suggested the existence of 
several aluminum chloride complexes in aluminum 
corrosion systems [ 9 J. The sensitivities of such 
chloride sensors as Ag/AgCl wires to such complexed 
species has not been studied.
A nickel "lead in pencil" artificial pit was 
studied by Luo and Ives [10]. The pH was measured with
a tungsten pH sensor of 20 pm OD, and the Cl*
concentration was measured with a Ag/AgCl sensor of 180 
pm OD. This study was conducted using the current
interruption technique to account for IR drop. The 
large size of the sensors used by Luo and Ives, and the 
recency of the work (1990) is an indication of the poor 
progress in ion selective electrode techniques in 
corrosion.
The most advanced ion selective sensor techniques 
have been developed in the fields of Biophysics and 
Physiology [1,10]. The multiple barrel ion selective 
microelectrode has been developed, and it has been in
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use for more than twenty years [1]. The sensors used in 
biophysical applications typically use ion selective 
membrane materials as a sensing medium, these membranes
are available for ions such as H4 , Cl", K4, and Na4, as
well as many others. The membranes ate commercially 
available from vendors such as Fluka.
The capability to measure simultaneous pH or Cl~
and potential is tremendously powerful and is only being 
introduced to corrosion science in this study. The need 
for 1R compensation methods such as current interruption 
technique does not exist if potential and ionic 
concentration can be measured at the same position and 
time. It is hoped that the introduction of such 
techniques to corrosion science will stimulate exciting 
new studies of local chemistry in corrosion systems.
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Chloride sensors will be fabricated from Ag/AgCl 
wires and characterized through calibration and 
measurement of response time.
Double barreled ion selective microsensors will be 
fabricated for the determination of pH, Cl"
concentration, and potential. These sensors will be 
characterized by tip geometry and size, imaged by 
scanning electron microscopy, calibrated, and the 
response times measured.
An experimental system will be developed which 
will: 1) control a sample (corroding species)
potentiostatically or galvanostatically, 2) manipulate a 
sensor in three dimensions about the sample, and 3) 
measure the sensor potential as a function of position 
or time.
III. STATEMENT OF PURPOSE
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IV. EXPERIMENTAL APPARATUS
A. Sensor Fabrication 
a. Materials
i. Ag/AgCl Cl- electrodes
The Ag wire used for these electrodes was bOftm OD
99.999% Ag (Aesar, Johnson Mathey), the AgCl used was 
99.999% AgCl (Aesar, Johnson Mathey), and the capillary 
glass used was 1mm OD capillary glass (Kimax).
ii. pH, Cl“ glass double barreled micropipette 
electrodes
The double barreled microelectrodes were fabricated 
with theta tubing capillary glass (World Precision 
Instruments (WPI), Sarasota FL, TST 150). The glass 
fibers inserted to the ISE barrel were prepared from 
scrap theta tubing. The ion selective barrels were 
silanized using dichlodimethylsilane (Fluka). The 
chloride liquid ion exchanger was also from WPI (LIX 
170), the hydrogen ion ionophore was manufactured by
Fluka (Fluka, H+ Ionophore I, Cocktail B). The Ag/AgCl
wires inserted to both barrels were fabricated from
9
12SO{tin Ag wire (A-M Systems, Seattle WA), and 99.999% 
AgCl.
b. Equipment
i. Glass Puller, Silanizer, Bevel 1 or
The Ag/AgCl elec: t rodes were pulled with a 
horizontal Narishege micropipette puller (Narishege, 
Japan). The glass micropipettes lor the double barreled 
microsensors were pulled with a Sutter Instruments 
(Novato, CA) P-77 micropipette puller. This puller was 
equipped with a nitrogen feed line which was opened when 
the two micropipettes separated: the gas jet was placed 
so that the nitrogen stream would prevent the molten 
glass tip from bending under gravity.
The micropipette ISE barrels were silanized using a 
device designed by Oakley [12].
The glass micropipette electrodes were bevelled 
with a Sutter Instruments BV-10 beveller, with both
diamond (5pm particle size) and alumina plates (0.3 pm
particle size) depending on tip size desired. A 
micrometer was used to adjust the bevelling of the tip 
while under optical control. The micropipette tip was 
viewed through a dissecting microscope by shining a
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fiber optic light source through the micropipette shaft. 
The approach of the tip to the bevelling surface was 
easily seen when the tip was illuminated in this way.
B. Sensor Characterization
a. Microscopes
The microelectrode tip geometry was characterized 
by optical microscopy with either a Zeiss or a Nikon 
Labophot microscope. These microscopes were calibrated 
so that the tip diameter and shaft length could be 
determined. Images of the tip were also taken with a 
Hitachi S-800 scanning electron microscope.
b. Calibration Device
i. Solutions
The calibration solutions were prepared with Fisher 
NaCl and deionized water (Barnsted E-pure). The pH of 
the solutions for calibration of the pH sensors was 
adjusted by the addition of NaOH or HC1. A small amount 
of acid or base was added to the volumetric flask in
which the solution was prepared. For the Cl“ sensors the
calibration solutions were simply different 
concentrations of NaCl with no pH adjustment. All
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solutions for pH calibration were 0.6M in NaCl. 
ii. Apparatus
The sensors were calibrated with a pH/ION amplifier
(A-M Systems, Seattle W A ) with 1 0 ^  12 internal
resistance. The pH/ION amplifier was specifically
designed to make measurements using sensors with high 
resistance. The sensor was held in place in the
solution with a special electrode holder, adapted to the 
positioning system. A SCE reference electrode was used 
to check the invariance of the reference barrel 
potential to solution composition (EG&G Princeton 
Applied Research, Princeton NJ). The sensor was placed
in flowing streams of differing pH or Cl~ and the
potential recorded. Translating the sensor between 
flowing streams resulted in far fewer broken 
microsensors than placing the sensors in different
beakers for each pH or Cl~ concentration,
c. Response Time System
The response time of the sensors was measured using 
the same device as used for calibration. A series of
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solution reservoirs was held - 1 meter above the level 
of the sensor. The solution in the reservoirs was of 
known* differing, pH or chloride concentration, the 
solution is allowed to flow by gravity and the sensor 
was translated between two flowing streams with the 
stepper motor.
C. Electrochemical Cell 
a. Cell Description
The electrochemical cell available for this system 
was a plexiglass cylinder with a flange at the bottom 
for stability. The counter electrode (1mm dia Pt wire) 
was wrapped around the cylinder perimeter. The working 
electrode was inserted into a 1 inch dia circular hole 
in the cell bottom, a water tight seal was formed 
between a rubber o-ring inserted in a groove in the 
working electrode and the cell.
P>Scanning System 
a. System Components
The scanning system consisted of an ion selective 
microelectrode, the pH/ION amplifier, a three 
dimensional positioning system, an IBM PS/2 computer, 
and a potentiostat. The positioning system, was enclosed
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in a faradaic cage. The positioning system was 
constructed with two stepper motors and a controller for 
X-y maneuvering, (Oriel Corp., Stratford CT, motor model 
# 18512, controller model #20010), which was interfaced 
to an IBM PS/2 via RS-232C, and a micrometer for im­
position control, (Starett Co). The x-y motors had
resolutions of 5um, while the micrometer had a
resolution of 25 fim. The working electrode could be
cont r o l l e d  either p o t e n t i o s t a t i c a 1 1 y or 
galvanostatically (EG&G PAR, Model 273) from the PS/2 
via IEEE-488 (National Instruments).
b. Control Program
The control program is shown in Appendix A. The 
program was initially written by Buzza (13], and it was 
modified by Paik [14], and further modified in this 
study. The program was capable of potentiostatically 
controlling the working electrode and positioning of the 
microsensor. The program's inefficiencies may be 
apparent to qualified programmers but it was sufficient 
for the purposes at hand.
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V. EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES
A. Sensor Fabrication 
a. Ag/AgCl Cl" Sensors
The Ag/AgCl Cl” sensors were fabricated by: 1)
inserting the Ag wire into capillary glass, 2) placing 
the wire/capiilary combination into the glass puller and 
pulling the capillary, and 3) dipping the sealed Ag wire 
into molten AgCl at the tip so as to provide the sensing 
medium. The electrical connection to the sensor could 
be made by soldering an IC socket pin to the wire at the 
back of the sensor. The socket pins were then supported 
mechanically by heat shrinking tubing, sealing the 
socket pin to the capillary glass.
b. Glass Micropipette pH, C1-, Potential Sensors
i. Single Barrel
Single barrel reference microsensors were produced 
in four steps: 1) pulling the micropipette, 2) bevelling 
the micropipette, 3) filling the micropipette with the 
appropriate solution, and 4) inserting a Ag/AgCl wire 
for electrical connection. In general the solution
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concentration in the sensor barrel should be higher tnan 
the solution in which the sample was to be immersed so 
that diffusion will occur out of the sensor rather than 
into the sensor.
Single barrel ion selective sensors were not used 
in this study, but their production is worth describing. 
The steps include: 1) insertion of a thin glass fiber 
into the capillary tube, 2) pulling the micropipette, 3) 
silanization of the micropipette, 4) bevelling the 
micropipette tip, 5) filling the micropipette tip with 
ion selective membrane material, 6) backfilling the 
barrel with electrolyte solution, and 7) inserting a 
Ag/AgCl wire for electrical connection.
The glass fiber facilitated the complete filling of 
the membrane material into the sensor tip via capillary 
action. The silanization process, described in detail 
elsewhere [1,11,12], was extremely important, the glass 
was coated such that it became hydrophobic, and thus the 
membrane material would adhere to the inside of the 
micropipette.
ii. Double Barrel
The double barrel microsensors were fabricated in 
the method of Wen and Oakley [12].
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The theta tubing was ground so as to allow the 
silanization process to only silanize the ion selective 
barrel. One side of the theta was ground off to about 
2cm from the capillary end, in the other side of the 
theta a 2 cm opening was ground centered about 6cm from 
the capillary end. The opposite end of the capillary 
tube was prepared in the same way. The capillary was 
then cleaned of glass particles with a vacuum, and the 
side of the theta tubing which was not ground at the end 
was sealed with a bunsen burner. This elaborate method 
of preparing the glass greatly enhances the ease of 
silanization of only the ion selective barrel. The 
process steps are shown schematically in figure 1, 
following page.
Scrap theta tubing was pulled into thin glass 
fibers by heating in a bunsen burner until the glass 
glowed red, then the glass was pulled apart rapidly with 
great force, with the entire arm, as one opens the arms 
when diving into a pool. This typically produced fibers
with diameters less than 50fim OD, and if done correctly
would produce fibers longer than 1ft.
A section of glass fiber was inserted into the side 
of theta tubing which was ground at the end. This would 
become the ion selective barrel. The ground capillary
17
Step 1: Grindinq
E = - ~  ' — Theta Tubinq3 H
Backfill
Solution
Final
Product
Sensor
Figure Is Steps in the Microsensor Fabrication Process
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was then inserted to the micropipette puller, and 
pulled. If the settings are correct (i.e. low heat and 
hard final pull) this would produce a micropipette with 
a very blunt taper (shank length < 2.0mm) and very small
tip diameter (< 3um).
The micropipette was silanized by placing it in the 
micropipette holder designed by Oakley, see (12) for an 
exact schematic and description of design. This design 
allowed vapor to permeate into the ion selective barrel 
without entering the reference barrel. The device holds 
eight micropipettes, generally seven were placed in the
device, and while in a good fume hood - 100pL of
dichlorodimethylsilane were injected into the chamber. 
The eighth micropipette was then sealed into the device 
and the silanizer was placed in an oven at - 115 $C for 
lhr. Due to toxicity of the DCDMS vapor the oven was 
placed in a fume hood.
After silanization the sensors were bevelled with 
the Sutter BV-10 micropipette beveller. The sensor was 
attached to a micrometer with a special micropipette 
holder. A fiber optic light source was shone through 
the micropipette shaft to illuminate the tip of the 
micropipette. Under such illumination the approach of 
the tip to the bevelling surface could be easily
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monitored. A slight bend in the micropipette should be 
observed once the tip comes into contact with the 
surface. Quality bevelling was not observed to take 
place with the microscope used in this study, i.e. if 
particles of glass were seen scattering from the tip, 
the bevelling was done too aggressively. A slight bend 
in the shank for about lmin is usually sulficient to 
produce a clean tip. The bevelling in this study was 
all done at a 4bu angle normal to the bevelling surface. 
The reason for this angle was the orientation of the 
sensor holder in the scanning system, 4 normal to the 
working electrode surface. Thus bevelling at a 45^ 
angle would produce a sensor, *;he tip of which would 
scan in a plane parallel to the working electrode 
surface, so that the z-position of both barrels was 
identical. In order for this to be accomplished the 
orientation of the sensor was noted when bevelling (e.g. 
reference barrel up, or ion selective barrel up).
The reference solution (0.61M NaCl) was injected 
into the reference barrel after bevelling with a WPI 
"Micro-Fil" syringe needle. The solution would fill the 
tip completely on injection only occasionally and 
typically at least several hours with the microsensor 
inverted were required for the sensor tip to fill, often 
the tip %*as inverted and allowed to fill overnight.
The ISE barrel was filled with membrane material 
with a WPI "Micro~FilM syringe needle once the reference 
barrel had filled completely. The ISE barrel was filled 
with membrane after the reference barrel because often 
the membrane would creep up into the reference barrel if 
the ISE barrel was filled first. Since the ISE barrel 
was internally hydrophobic no such creeping was observed 
with the reference solution. The membrane material most 
often required overnight to fill the tip completely. 
The sensor was simply placed with the tip down in a dark 
chamber. The dark chamber was required because the 
membrane materials were light sensitive.
The backfilling of the ISE barrel was relatively 
easy compared to the other steps in the production 
process. The tip of a WPI "Micro-Fil" syringe 
containing the backfill solution (0.6M NaCl) was placed 
at the meniscus of the membrane material, and the shaft 
of the microsensor was allowed to fill.
The Ag/AgCl wires were then inserted to each barrel 
and connected to the pH/ION amplifier for measurements.
B, Scanning Technique 
a. Initial Positioning
To determine the position of the sensor at any time
the initial position of the sensor must be known. This 
can be done by placing the sensor at the epoxy/metal 
interface on the working electrode. Although it was 
desirable to place the electrode at the electrode center 
initially, it was not possible to determine the exact 
location of the electrode center. The junction between 
the metal and epoxy was easily observed even under low 
magnification, and should be used as a starting point.
b. Parameter Choice
In performing scanning experiments several 
parameters were needed by the control program. The 
scanning range (distance between x scans), and the 
scanning domain (distance between y scans) were dictated 
by the working electrode sample size, and the 
application at hand. There was usually a tradeoff 
between scanning range and domain, and the scanning 
rate. In general the larger an area one wishes to cover 
the faster the sensor translation speed becomes, this 
was especially evident in non steady state phenomena 
such as pitting corrosion. It was most often ideal to 
obtain a "snapshot" of the local environment, however 
with this method the only available "snapshots" would be 
over very small areas.
c. Data Acquisition
The data acquisition system (sensor potential 
readings) involved a multiple channel recorder attached 
to the output of the pH/ION amplifier. This system 
produced analog data which must be digitized in order to 
be graphed and analyzed.
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VI. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
A. Sensor Geometry Effects
The single most important factor in sensor 
performance was the geometry of the tip. The most 
important dimensions were the shank length, and the tip 
diameter, see p.vi for definition of shank length. 
Although sensitivity was not seen to depend on sensor 
geometry, the sensor response time was strongly related 
to both the tip diameter and the shank length, as was 
signal to noise ratio.
In further studies the response time and signal to 
noise ratio should be investigated as functions of the 
dimensionless tip geometry, (shank length/tip diameter). 
The reason this measure was suggested is that the tip 
dimensions were rarely the same, and this ratio would be 
a more general method to compare the sensor 
characteristics. The effects of both dimensions would 
be amplified in this dimensionless ratio. Smaller tip 
diameters had larger signal to noise ratios, and larger 
response times, while large shanked sensors had large 
signal to noise ratios and slow response. Thus 
increasing the dimensionless tip geometry increased the 
sensor response time and signal to noise ratio.
24
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Typical sensors with good response characteristics 
(response t:me < 5sec, S/N > 10) had tip diameters of at
least 5 urn, nnd shank lengths no more than approximately
1.0 mm. Examples of typical sensor geometries are shown 
on the following pages, in Figure 2: Figuie 2a (p.26) is 
an SEM image of a double barrel sensor tip at 6000X 
magnification, the tip had been bevelled lightly. 
Figure 2b (p.27) is an SEM image of a sensor's shank at 
BOX magnification showing a very blunt taper.
There appeared to be a critical size (about ltim)
below which sensors were very difficult to use, sensors 
below this size would not generally reach steady 
potentials, and consequently could not be calibrated. 
It was not clear if the ability of the experimenters was 
the limitation in producing functional submicron 
sensors. The literature (1,11) would suggest that 
submicron sensors should be functional. It is suggested 
that the fabrication process be modified slightly if 
submicron sensors were required in the future.
The solutions injected to both barrels must be 
absolutely clean. Very small particles could clog small 
tips creating very high resistance and thereby rendering 
the sensor useless. In this study the theta tubing was 
not cleaned prior to pulling. It was suggested by
25
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Figure 2b: SEM Image of Double Barrelled Sensor Shank
at BOX Magnification
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Oakely (15] that cleaning, of the glass was not required
as the glass at the tip would be freshly exposed when 
pulled. Although at the tip this was correct, 
particulate material within the theta tubing could be 
washed down into the tip area by the backfill solutions, 
again this would cause the electrode to have an 
extremely high resistance.
Negative* capacitance compensation instrumentation 
exists which may improve sensor response tame by 
accounting tor the charging ot the sensor glass which 
occurs when a current is drawn through the electrode. 
For a more thorough discussion see Oakley (12). 
Commerc i a 11 y available units inc 1 tide t he Axoprobe 1 i ne 
from Axon Instruments. These devices are manufactured 
specifically for microelectrode measurements.
B. Sensitive y
Examples of typical calibration curves are shown on 
the following page, figure 3, typically these curves 
were given by;
pH: E (mV SCE) = 500 - 59*pH with r2 0.98
Cl": E(mv SCE) = 175 - 57*pCl“ with r2 = 0.97 
Although these are typical they are not generally
Typ.;-*ai >\-i i *brat n (’ui v»> lo r  Double Dm * re i led
pli
1
4 1 *. . *• ■
pH
Fiqu rr ;  3a: Typ ic a l pH C a l ib ra t io n  Curve
■ V f 'a 1 i 1 I at i on Cl
lea Id I■<. ;» 1 Hanf* r»p od
> imV r l
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4
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r e p r e s e n t a t i v e , t h a t  i s  a  s e n s o r  s h o u ld  n e v e r  b e  assum ed  
t o  b e h a v e  a s  g iv e n  by t h e s e  e q u a t i o n s .  E v e ry  s e n s o r  w as 
u n iq u e  a n d  b o th  t h e  s l o p e  a n d  i n t e r c e p t  o f  t h e  
c a l i b r a t i o n  c u rv e s  v a r i e d  g r e a t l y  from  s e n s o r  t o  s e n s o r .
B e c a u se  o f  t h e  v a r i a b i l i t y  o f  t h e  s e n s o r  r e s p o n s e  
c h a r a c t e r i s t i c s ,  a n d  t h e  e a s e  w i t h  w h ic h  t h e y  w e re  
b r o k e n  i t  w as e x t r e m e l y  i m p o r t a n t  t h a t  s e n s o r s  w e re  
c a l i b r a t e d  b o th  b e f o r e  an d  a f t e r  e a c h  e x p e r im e n t  t o  
e n s u r e  t h a t  t h e  m e a s u re m e n ts  t a k e n  may b e  p r o p e r l y  
i n t e r p r e t e d .  I f  d u r i n g  an  e x p e r i m e n t  t h e  t i p  o f  a 
s e n s o r  w as bumped t h e  c a l i b r a t i o n  p e r f o r m e d  b e f o r e  t h e  
e x p e r i m e n t  w as u n l i k e l y  t o  h o ld  a t  t h e  e n d  o f  t h e  
e x p e r im e n t ,  t h u s  t h o s e  u s in g  t h i s  t e c h n i q u e  m u st a lw a y s  
b e  aw are  o f  t h e i r  h a n d l in g  o f  t h e  s e n s o r .
T he pH s e n s o r s  r e m a in e d  s e n s i t i v e  f ro m  pH*3 t o  
p H » l l .  The c h l o r i d e  s e n s o r s  h a d  s e n s i t i v i t y  t o  c h l o r i d e
from  10~4m t o  s a t u r a t e d  s o l u t i o n s  o f  N aC l. T h ese  v a l u e s
e n c o m p a s s  a l l  c o n d i t i o n s  l i k e l y  t o  b e  m e a s u re d  i n  
l o c a l i s e d  c o r r o s i o n  s y s t e m s ,  t h u s  t h e y  a r e  t h e  o n ly
r e q u i r e d  pH o r  C l '  s e n s o r s  n e e d e d  t o  m e a s u re  l o c a l
c o n c e n t r a t i o n  f i e l d s .
T he r e f e r e n c e  b a r r e l  h a d  a  c o n s t a n t  p o t e n t i a l  
r e a d i n g  o f  a p p r o x im a te ly  -5  mV SCE. T h i s  v a l u e  v a r i e d  
by  n o  m ore th a n  3 mV f o r  an y  r a n g e  o f  c o n d i t i o n s  f o r  an y
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s e n s o r  t e s t e d .  T h i s  show ed t h a t  t h e  r e f e r e n c e  b a r r e l  
w as i n  f a c t  a  f u n c t i o n a l  r e f e r e n c e  p r o b e  f o r  l o c a l i z e d  
c o r r o s io n  s y s te m s .
T he s e n s i t i v i t y  ( i . e .  s l o p e  o f  t h e  c a l i b r a t i o n  
c u r v e s )  was fo u n d  t o  b e  o n ly  w e a k ly  d e p e n d e n t ,  i f  a t  a l l  
d e p e n d e n t on  s e n s o r  g e o m e try .
C. R esp o n se  Time
The s e n s o r  r e s p o n s e  t im e  c o u ld  b e  i n t e r p r e t e d  i n  
many d i f f e r e n t  w a y s . In  t h i s  s tu d y  t h e  r e s p o n s e  t im e  
w as fo u n d  by c o n s i d e r i n g  t h e  s e n s o r ' s  r e s p o n s e  t o  
c o n c e n t r a t i o n  c h a n g e s  a s  f i r s t  o r d e r .  T hus th e  s e n s o r 's  
r e s p o n s e  t im e  o r  t im e  c o n s t a n t  w as fo u n d  by m e a s u r in g  
t h e  t im e  r e q u i r e d  f o r  t h e  s e n s o r  t o  r e a c h  6 3 .2  % o f  i t s  
s t e a d y  v a l u e  a f t e r  a  s t e p  c h a n g e  i n  c o n c e n t r a t i o n  w as 
m ade.
The Ag/AgCl c h l o r i d e  s e n s o r s  h ad  v e r y  f a s t  r e s p o n s e  
t im e s  (< l s e c ) ,  a l t h o u g h  t h e s e  m e a s u re m e n ts  w e re  m ade 
u s in g  a  s y s te m  c o n s i s t i n g  o f  a  r a p i d l y  s t i r r e d  s o l u t i o n
a n d  t h e  c h a n g e  i n  C l '  w as a f f e c t e d  by  i n j e c t i o n .  The
a c t u a l  r e s p o n s e  t im e  o f  t h e s e  s e n s o r s  w as m o s t l i k e l y  
s m a l l e r  y e t ,  a s  t h e  m ore a c c u r a t e  f lo w in g  s t r e a m  m e th o d  
w o u ld  s u r e l y  show .
The pH sensor response times were generally very 
rapid, for a five micron tip, sensor response time was - 
lsec. Chloride sensors were slower to respond, and 
typically had about twice the response time of a pH 
sensor for a given size electrode. The difference was 
undoubtedly in the membrane material used for sensing, 
the chloride membrane material was a liquid ion 
exchanger type while the hydrogen was a neutral carrier 
type [1]. It was not exactly clear how the different 
molecular str* sture of the membrane would affect the 
sensor response time.
The response time data show that these sensors are 
useful for measurements in localized corrosion systems. 
In consideration of the size, sensitivity, response 
time, and availability of this technology, the 
microsensor represents the most powerful tool currently 
in use for local chemistry measurements in localized 
corrosion.
D. Lifetime
The sensors prepared in this experiment generally 
had lifetimes of several days once the membrane material 
and backfill solutions had been added. The lifetime of 
the sensor could of course be very different than the
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observed average, so the average value should not be 
taken as a representative value. Each sensor was 
different and roust be characterized accordingly.
In this study sensors were stored at room 
temperature and pressure in the dark. Different storage 
procedures would certainly produce different lifetimes.
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VII. CONCLUSIONS
A. Sensor Production
This study shows that chloride sensors may be made 
in a routine manner from Ag wire, capillary glass and 
AgCl.
Double barelled pH, or Cl“ sensors were produced in
a fairly straightforward way. The sensor production 
steps involved glass preparation, micropipette pulling, 
silanization, bevelling, and solution and membrane 
injection. Although a tedious process the sensors 
produced have tips on the order of microns, far smaller 
than any such arrangement reported in the corrosion 
literature.
B. Sensor Characteristics 
a. Geometry
The Ag/AgCl chloride sensors had tip sizes of 
approximately 60 pm. The size being limited to the
diameter of the Ag wire used.
The double barrelled sensor's produced and
calibrated had tip diameters as small as 5|im. The shank
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length was typically less than 3mm, These sizes were 
far smaller than those reported in the corrosion 
literature.
The response time and signal to noise ratio were 
found to be directly proportional to the dimensionless 
tip geometry (shank length/tip diameter). No 
quantitative information on the form of the relationship 
between response time or signal to noise ratio and tip 
geometry was generated.
b. Sensitivity
The sensitivity of the Ag/AgCl chloride sensors was 
found to be 59mV/pCl and the sensors were accurate from
saturated solutions of NaCl to 10~4M NaCl.
The double barrelled pH sensors generally had 
sensitivities of approximately 59mV/pH and were found to 
be successful from pH=3 to pH=ll.
The double barrelled Cl* sensors were generally
found to have sensitivities of approximately 57mV/pCl. 
These sensors were determined to be useful to detect
chloride in concentrations ranging from 10~4M to
s a t u r a t e d  s o l u t i o n s  o f  K aC l.
The a rg u m e n t was made t h a t  t h e  d o u b le  b a r r e l l e d
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sensors must be characterized before and after each 
experiment in order to facilitate quality data analysis.
The reference barrel of the double barrelled 
sensors was found to be insensitive to solution 
composition.
c. Response Time
The sensor's response time to step changes in 
solution concentration was interpreted as a first order 
process, and the response time defined as the time 
required to reach 63.2% of the steady signal after a 
step change in concentration was made.
The AgAgCl chloride sensors had response times of 
less than one second.
The pH, and Cl~ double barrel sensors had response
times which depended strongly on tip geometry. A five 
micron pH sensor generally had a response time of 
approximately 1 sec. The chloride sensors had response 
times of approximately twice the response time of a pH 
sensor of the same size.
d. Lifetime
The double barrel sensors had lifetimes of several
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days once the membrane material and backfill solution 
had been injected. The sensors were stored Inverted at 
room temperature and pressure, in the dark. It was 
suggested that altering storage conditions would alter 
sensor lifetime.
C. Scanning Technique
The scanning system had a resolution of bum in x«y
directions and 25um in z direction. The scanning sv em
was of the required resolution for studies of localized 
corrosion. Higher resolution instruments are available 
and in the fu* ” e it is expected that they will be 
required. A high quality optical microscope would 
facilitate positioning the microsensor near a localized 
corrosion site.
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COMMON SNAPID 1 BSTAI , I BERRt , 1 BCNT*
PR I NT " IN - S 1 T U  MEASUREMENT O f P I T  C H EM ISTRY "
OPEN "COM1 :9 0 0 0 , N, 8 , 1 "  FOR FANDOM AD 9 1 
OI'I N " P I T ! "  FOR O UTPUT AN 92 
DIM P O lN T l( lo o )
DIM POINT?(100)
1 I N I T l  A 1.1 I NO DTI I PPR MOTOR VARI ARRI S AND Po D lTJo N  COMMAND:
! C H J M
u:;. •M ! **
w.; "W"
V V li V 1
v; M y H
P i i . 1
i ’ i»- ■: M , M
h lP i V " '
! A* l 1 
PA: i'. '•
' 1 N n  I API /  IN' 'MU M‘’*D>P t o i n P ' H l J P
PRINT 91,  "A" ;  " l v " ;  " H" ;
CAPP PI « PI VP ( l  A, i V, .') *
II ( IA * • T THINPRINT " U . V o m . C ' l  IA VAFUI. P P < P ! V I D M<u ) '|« * 1 no
pnd n
PRINT 9 1, " I " ; " R ? "
PRINT 9 \ ,  "H";CAPP RP.ORIVI | IP,  JO,  2)
IF ( I P  « * 3) TURNPRINT "INCORRECT IP- VAPUP RECEIVED"
CO Tt) JIM*
PND IP
T  N I T  IA P 1 Z 1 NO TH i: I 'OTKNT J ONTAT
CAPE 1HFJNP ("CPI |J0" t GP1 Hot)
IF GPJHOUO THPN ERROR 200 
CAPP I M  IND ("I STAT",PNTATl)
I F  P S TA TW J  THPN ERROR 200 
C$ "DCP" :GOSUR 1000 
CO "DD 13 " :  GOSUb 1000  
CC **MM 0":G 0HUR 1000  
c$ "TMP NOoOG": GOjiUH 1000 
CO " s / l  I " io o n ur  loon  
C?c " M l  P " :GONUR 1000  
CC "AUXGA1N S " : GO PUB 1000
IN PU T " F I L E  IN WHICH To  STORE DATA " ,  F I L E S  
OPEN "C ; \ PERSONAE \ CH1*H F I  E E  $ FOR O U TPU T AS 03 
IN PU T "SCAN TY P E  ( IN L IN E ;2 *A R R A Y ) " ,  SCAN I  
I F  ( SCANIs 2) THEN
IN PU T "D ISTA NC E BETWEEN Y SCANS (um)  " ,  TR A V Y l 
LTRAV Y % * LOG (TRAV Y 4 > / LOG (10) 4 1 . b
TR A V Y $ *"T " 4 R IG H TS<STR$(TRA V Y % ) , ( L T R A V Y I - l ) l  ♦ 
IN PU T "NUMBER OF Y SCANS (odd 0)  * ,  Y%Yi^ Yl-1
t  %~( -Yt ) /2*TRAVY%
ppni: cm o 
END IK
PRINT “ PROBE SCAN RATE: !<? 1  ^1 . *> R?1 31 R3-63 R4 \7h R‘> ?L0 pf. LOO R>* IOOO (U
IN P U T  “ R A TES  M , RA TES
IN P U T  “ RA TE  (um /s) “ , RA TE
IN P U T  "SCAN LENGTH (»*») H # TI-AVC
l.TIAVt LOG(TRAVt) / !.'l' ' ( l " )  O  . ‘>
TRAVS " T “ « RIGIEI S(U 'l I-C HRAVY ) , < LTR A V . • I ) ) ♦ “ , "
K.c’ANTI M'» 'I RA W  / b AT I * 1
()XV ( 1  ) *'i 1 AV . / .'
I motuNt; Til! Ml GRoLRU !PI INI n, "A"; M1 " ;M , MCAM. 1l ‘*1.1 vi. ( 1 A, i •;, „ )PRINT 1 11 "P“; “i" ; 1* 1 HCALL RiviivcdH, ic. ?)PRINT “USE DIPPOT1<>K KLYN To pc i:; IT IONPRINT “PREur. K‘> WI1K.N 111 1. POSITION 1N<KEY (L) ONON KEY («>) norup 4KEY 111) ONKEY ll?) (>NKEY U 3) ONKEY |14) ONON K»:v (11) (JOMUH U|
I I < >IU M
1:; c o m p l e t e1*
ON HIV ( l ? )  C.OSUII LEIT ON KEY (13) nor.UP RIGHT 
on key (14) nor.im down
3 GO TO 34 IK (ABN (OXt) 0X1) Till NGAO NTR S (OX 'i)GAS RIGHTS(GAS, (LBNfGA$)- 1) )GAS “G“ i “4“ 4 c,AC *tun;GAS - “G" 4 STR$(OXI) 4 *V*
END II
IV ( ABS( OY%) *•"OY%) THEN GPS STRS(OYl)GB$-RIGHTS(GB$,(LEN(GBS)-I))GB$ “G“ 4 "4" 4 GBS « *V*
EDGEGBS “G“ 4 STRS(OYl) 4 
END IVLXOt**LEN(GA$)~l LY0%*LEN(CB$)-1 PRINT #1, “A“ J “R7“; “D«?CALL RECEIVERIA, 1$, 2)
IF <IA <> 3) THENPRINT “INCORRECT IA VALUE RECEIVED**
GO TO 100 
END IFPRINT #1, **»**; MR7“; **D**; **4**;CALL RECEIVERS, 1$, 2)IF (IB <:• 3) THENPRINT “INCORRECT IB VALUE RECEIVED” 
GO TO 100 END IF
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PRINT "MANUALLY REPOSITION THE LKNG1"INPUT "CURRENT RANGE (0~1A,-IP 1mA,-(, luA) ", 1RANGPV CO "1/1 " * STRC(IEANGEt) ;GOSUB 1000 1 CON V " 10' <1 RANG RIO)
INPUT "INITIAL POTENTIAL (MILLIVOLTS) ", MMPO'I lINPUT "SCAN RATE TO PITTING POTENTIAL (MlLL1VOLTE/NEC) ", SCANRATE INPUT "PITTING POTENTIAL (MILLIVOLTS) ", PITPCTI
' POTENT! OUTAT SCAN T<» l VI l1 N> i POTINTIAL 
KEY (1) °N
PRINT " PM : :; Pi  M V 'P > START SCAN"
ON EPV ( 1 ) t ;u: , i ’h I
*, »,< I ( ; C
i ELY ( 1 ) * t I
PRINT "S- ANNIN'. P " ; I PI P* H ; " HIM JVM ‘I:."
I ' )TP. ! N ! P< > 1 : p< P . P I ‘I I - >'J ' : PA'l I : < AM-; i p :» .u: m  
« C " M  AI I " :G« >: up p  imi 
o u s n p  p . i i i ) : N l YAI { l i p }
POPUP ;>oon:N;> VA! (I P,  )PASSIVE N1 * HP ( N. )
CO­ " Ni l  ' " ;GOSUp p  nu
CO " 1 / 1  " * NTPC ( IPANCFV)I : c< >: -U1* lOOnc $ "IGAIN: i " : c< is Pp | 0 0 0
PRINT "LOAN COMPLETE"
PRINT #1 ,  " A " ;  " I " ;  " r "
CALL RECEIVER 1 A, K, )IP (1A - » 7) THENPRINT "1NCORR1 Cl IA VALUE RECEIVER"
GO To 1 ko 
END IE
PRINT #1, GA$
CALL PI CK]VE(I A, 1C, ?)PRINT #1, "11"; "E"; "c "
CALL RECEIVE (Mi, U ,  ?)
IF (III « :• 7) THEN
PRINT "INCORRECT IH VALUE RECEIVED"GO TO 100 
END IFPRINT #1, G!i$CALL RECEIVE(IP, IC, ?)* DATA AC^UiaiTlON
H C$*"DCV 0":GOSUB HOGC$*"FP QH*GOSUB 1000 C$«"LP 3071"iGOSUb 1000 10 KEY (2) ONPRINT "PRESS F2 KEY TO INITIATE PIT AND START COLLECTING CURRENT DATA" ON KEY (2) COSUB 1!>12 CO TO 12 , ■15 RETURN 10
16 C$-**NC": COSUB 1000C$*»"TC" i GOSUB 1000 
KEY(3) ONON KEY(3) GOSUB 80
PRINT "PRESS F3 TO HALT DATA ACQUISITION"TIMER ON
' ' r a ' .-js. iiiiiBiiiiiiiis isgi■i'r; , i fncs: i
PRINT 0? t 0
PRINT #1, " "
CALL RECKIVI<Y, M,\  4)
CAM. RECEIVER #"X'\LXO? )
CAM, RECE1 VE ( Y , " Y " ,  LYOY)
IK X OX I TIP-N PRINT "X PROBE POSITION INCORRECT”
IK Y «> OYt THIN PRINT MY PROBE p o s n  JON tN CORRECT* 
HUNT #J, "R " ;  " t ";|?ATEC 
CAM. RECK IV! ( I!\ IC, ?)
P R I N T  0 \ ,  "  A” ; "  * " ; I A T I C  
CAM- I t  ‘ 1 1 VI ( ! / , 1C, .')
P I1' IN I * t ,  TRAY*;‘All II I I | VI (1 ’, "»■:« , I,*! i/.v. )
I I  <C ‘TI-AV. ) TH IN  H i m  " I  RAVI I I I • . 1 11! I ;  1?N <-I ! I ' 1
ON I I VI I o  o;.?n IN i i • ■ i; l ! I r.o;,N
I t ( .« • ‘i • « I
• PATA TRAN: I I I
M'  T 1 MI H «>I I
y\\ ii) un co "lie" sc.osum ] (Hiu co ••<*1.1.1 <)♦•:<;«nhir i(H u 
C$ "MAC 0 ” : cost ip inoo 
PRINT "TRANSKITRUN t>ATAM cC "INI” :Co:;iir \ oio•
CONOR i’ OOO : LANTPt V A I, (Rl->v) S I.ANTPC NTR 0 ( LACTIC )
CO "  1NT” : cop,up it*oo 
CO NUB 2-000- i N 1 VAR (M>0)
OOCUR 2000:N?VAL( ROC)
s u m  (n .‘i (n \* im.io«)) • ic o n v *o .o n
PRINT 0 I, "PIT ORQWTII POTENTIAL ";l']Tl'uT«
PRINT #1, "PANSIVI: CURRENT PASSIVE;"A"
PRINT #3, "TOTAL COULOOMBS PASSED ";SUM;"uC"
PRINT #3, "TIME OK EXPERIMENT" ; (I AST PI -1 ) *O.ON;«:;«
* PRINT 0it " * PRINT #3, "CURRKIIT (UA)5 DATA TAKEN AT 0.OS N 1NTERVALS"* C$*"DC 0 " -1 STR!UUiSTPIIsOOSUB 1000♦ FOR 1 0  TO (I ASTIn ~ ni COSUB 200O i ClrRR^VAE ( RD$ J * I CONV« PRINT *1, Ui>IM<» »0f0i0i00.00M} C m W t I Ml. OS» NEXT Ii PRINT #3, " "PRINT #3, "PROBE MEASUREMENTS! POSITION(um) , mV START*(-1)*TRAV/2 IP SCAN!®-1 THEN STARTY* 0 . '
START Y *= (-Y1) /2*TRAVY1 
END IFINCRY«TRAVY%FOR 3 - 1 TO (LAST-l)
CS-"DC* 4 STBS ( 3072+P01NT1 (J ) ) 4 « • 4 STR$ ( POINTS (J) -POINT1 (J )+1) 
GOSUB 1000
P R I N T  # 3 , " T I N E  - "; P01N T 1( J ) *0 .05 ;" S ";'1 Y * » ;ST A R T Y
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.'^S-kT.Jirr - is.-. Btsfeslt§38lS
I I  S T A R T  * o t h e n  
s t a r t  ( - 1 )  * t r a v y /?
INCH TRAVY/ (P O IN T?  (,7) - P O IN T !  (.1) )
ixr.i:
S T A R T  TRAVY / 7
1 NCI. ( - 1 )  *TRAVY/ ( I  -o I NT? ( J J - 1 ’0 1 NT 1 ( J J )  
1ND I F
I F  SCAN? 1 1 HI N CO T o  “ n 
S TA R TY  S TA R TY  * I N< T  Y 
I I  (.1 KoD Yt <>) T l ! i  N 
H  : i AM V • n T i l l  N
STAR'l » (- Y Y ) / . ‘ ri-'A'/V.
I flopY TFAVYY  
1 1
OTA! ’! V Y*. /. ' *' !  P A W ,  
i N - i v  { w n  
1NI» 11 
I N F  I I
'.»<» I c tj ,IJ I o I NT 1 (,I) T( f 1 ' * 11.1 . (.1)
o o ; ; pp  ? imu : pRnp.j VAt ( F K )
I TA I TY : i Al I
PR IN I  t  s , S T A F F . ,  F F O FF
.•".TAFT S T A R T « ! N< |
N FX T J . l  
I ‘H IN T  # 1 ,  "  ”
NEXT J
10U I NI)
HP:
PHI NT I J ,  " P ” ; " ■ "
CAFF F F<' F I  V F ( 0 ,  M,\  ?}OYt OY.«1 
RETURNDOWN l
PH I NT 01,  " U H ; **•"
CAFF R E C E I V E ( 0 ,  " *\ ?)OYt OYI-1 
RETURN
L E F T :
P R I N T  # 1 ,  " A " ;  M<*
CAFF R E C E IV K ( 0 ,  ***% 7)OXI* OXt-1 
RETURN
F I G H T :
P R IN T  0 1 ,  " A " ;  ">"■
C A FF R E C E IV E (Q ,  ***, 7)OXl»OXl«lRETURN
SCAN: KEY (3) STOP C$*"PNTM:GOSUD 1000 
PRINT #1, MS"GOSUB 2000:POINT1(LAST)*VAF(RD$) 
CALF RECEIVER, MM, 2)C$«--MPNTH: GOSUB 1000GOSUB 2000:POINT2(LAST)*VAL(RD$)
IF (DIR$*M*H) THEN
I . MDJR$- 
e l s e
dipc "*» 
end j r
H* 1 NT *1 ,  Dl l ’C IASI' MSDTU 
I P  (SCAN*- / )  THIN
i n un # i , hp m; tp 'Av y \* 
c a m . p pc i : i v » : < w, " w *•, i ,t  p a v v v )
n  (W‘ ’T i AW' O t h i n  h  i m  “ v ’j p a v i ] i N c i c - m  d
IT’ I NT 01,  MNM 
( ' AI T  I I  >'l I VI , « « ,
I.A.‘ c m DAN! Y ' i
11 (i.A NTYY
I V - t
V. ) 'I HI N
I tt\* *
II
l 1 c *
(D i r , • M• " ) 1 If 1 N
\ \ 1
i n v ■: 
1
M
J i 1
DIP V •.
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